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Abstract

This paper describes a method for formalisation and verification of prop-
erties of mobile code and presents a simulator for multiple mobile robots.
Mobile robots can be controlled with the mobile code technology. In our
model, the mobile code – with its properties – is created, verified, stored and
transmitted to the robot through the Certified Proved Properties Carrying
Code (CPPCC) architecture. We integrated the architecture in the Intelli-
gent Space, containing mobile robots and several communicating Distributed
Intelligent Network Devices (DINDs).The mobile robots in the iSpace handle
real objects and interact with humans to support them. Humans can give
tasks to the robots and the iSpace selects the most appropriate robots to ex-
ecute the given task. A simulator was created to support both the simulation
of the iSpace with several robots and the execution and transmission of the
mobile code to the robots.
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1. Introduction

Mobile robots can be useful in wide spectre of application areas such as industrial,
military, domestic robots. This paper illustrates a model of a system using mobile
robots which work in a human environment, can execute various tasks, and are safe,
in the manner the actions of a robot are verified against a set of explicit and formally
expressed security requirements (for example: each task has to be started from,
and has to be stopped in a given state, the robot is prohibited to go to dangerous
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places, lift, stairway etc.). In our model, the mobile code – with its properties – is
created, verified, stored and transmitted to the robot through the Certified Proved
Properties Carrying Code (CPPCC) architecture. A correspondence analysis is
executed using a formal verification system, in order to verify the mobile code
properties correspondence against the robots’ requirements. This analysis may
refuse to execute those mobile code tasks, that violate the robots’ requirements.

We integrated the above described method in the Intelligent Space, this iSpace
contains multiple mobile robots and several communicating Distributed Intelligent
Network Devices (DINDs) which share their information about the human envi-
ronment. The DINDs monitor the dynamic environment of the iSpace, process
the captured information and communicate to provide the cooperation of different
DINDs through a network. The mobile robots in the iSpace handle real objects,
cooperate with each other and with other components of the system and interact
with humans to support them. Humans can give tasks to the robots – with the help
of the correspondence analysis – the iSpace selects the most appropriate robots to
execute the given task. A simulator was created to support both the simulation of
the iSpace with several robots and the execution and transmission of the mobile
code to the robots.

2. The Intelligent Space

The Intelligent Space (iSpace) is a space (room or corridor), which has ubiquitous
distributed sensory intelligence (various sensors, such as cameras and microphones
with intelligence) actuators (TV projectors, speakers, and mobile agents) to ma-
nipulate the space [7]. The information from the sensors is used by computers and
robots connected through a communication network, in order to provide of various
services to humans. The various devices cooperate with each other autonomously,
and the whole space has high intelligence based on ubiquitous computing, which is
used manly for welfare support. Figure 1 introduce the basic concept of iSpace.

A space becomes intelligent, when Distributed Intelligent Network Devices
(DINDs) are installed in it [8]. A DIND has a sensing function through devices
such as a camera and microphone that are networked to process the information
in the Intelligent Space. The iSpace consists of humans not only sensors cameras
or robots. The DINDs monitor the space, achieve data and share them trough the
network. For instance, the iSpace can recognize humans, track their movement to
identify the walking areas and learn the shortest safest path in the environment
[14, 6].

Mobile robots become physical agents of the Intelligent Space and they exe-
cute tasks in the physical domain to support people in the space. Task includes
movement of objects, providing help to aged or disabled persons etc. Thus, the In-
telligent Space is an environmental system, which supports people in it electrically
and physically [11].

Distributed Intelligent Network Devices are the building blocks of the Intelligent
Space. The key concept of DIND is consisting of three basic elements. The dynamic
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Figure 1: Intelligent Space Concept.

environment (which contains people, vehicles and robots, etc.), is monitored by the
sensor, the information is processed into a form easily captured by the clients in the
processor and the DIND communicates using some kind of communication device
with other DINDs through a network. Robots are able to use resources of DINDs
as their own parts. However, robots with their own sensors may be considered
mobile DINDs.

The real power of the Intelligent Space is the network of DIND, that can sense
the whole space, and share information between each other. Network of DINDs
form a distributed sensor and processing network, to percept the space, interact
with the inhabitants, and extend the capabilities of the mobile agent [15].

3. Controlling the robots using mobile code technol-
ogy

Mobile code is a program or a program-component obtained from a remote system,
transferred across a network, dynamically downloaded and executed on a local
system [2]. Such an example is the execution of plugins, JavaScripts and ActiveX
controls in a web browsers or codecs in multimedia players.

One of our goal is the usage of robots capable to execute various tasks. These
tasks are not known in advance, the iSpace environment assigns them to the robots
"on the fly", dynamically. Several different technologies can be applied to control
robots. The most basic method is called teleoperation. The robot sensor data is
transmitted to a remote operator and the operator send each command separately
back to the robot. These commands are very simple and command the robot "step
by step".

In the second method the robot controlling program is running directly on the
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robot. The robot can execute only one program which is initially installed on
it. The robot executes the program autonomously and it can only receive control
data, for example coordinates to have to attain. In this method while the robot
executes his control program it access its sensor data, makes decisions and controls
its actuators, motors. The advantages of this method are the autonomous robot and
the small amount of the communication. However the robot controlling program
can be adequate for some situations, when the robot environment changes, the
robot control program can become outdated and not well suited for the changed
situation.

The third method tries to overcome the problems of the second method. The
robot executes a framework which downloads and executes the robot controlling
program dynamically. The dynamically downloaded program can be referred as
"mobile code". This method does not require continuous connection and provides
high flexibility in executing various tasks.

From these we use the mobile code technology to achieve the mentioned goal.
In our model the robots are parts of the iSpace, they cooperate with each other
and with other part of the iSpace and share their informations. This architecture
does not contain central controller.

Humans and DINDs of the iSpace can send mobile codes to the robots. During
the execution of their tasks robots can communicate with the ISpace and receive
informations about the environments. The iSpace contains inhomogeneous robots
which has different hardware construction, sensors, actuators.

The mobile code technology is well suitable for the presented model hence it
provides the adaptability in robot controlling by using a uniform framework to
reprogram and reconfigure the mobile robots. Different program can be downloaded
to the robot for each different task.

4. Safe mobile code

As we mentioned earlier in our model mobile code technologies are used to control
some functionality of a robot. The control code of a robot can extend with compo-
nents by dynamically linking the obtained piece of code to the application. Such
technologies are extremely vulnerable against malicious code, as well as against ac-
cidentally erroneous or improper code, especially because these mobile components
can also be created by a second party. For this reason it is extremely important to
verify the correctness of the components.

Since the mobile robots exist, work, navigate and operate in human environ-
ment, it is natural to request them to satisfy certain basic requirements. In most
of the case these requirements exist only implicitly in the robot controlling code
(for example the robot stops when its ultrasound distance sensor detect an object
close to him). In our model we would like to express these requirements explicitly,
and verify if the mobile code satisfies the requirements. The requirements and the
properties of the mobile codes are expressed in a formal way (for example using
the B-method [1]). This make possible to use a formal verification system.
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Some examples of these formal requirements are the following.

• The robot may not go to places from where it is not able to go back to its
service station.

• The robot is prohibited to go to objects or peoples closer as 5 cm.

• The robot has some resource bounds (memory, time, power consumption
etc.).

• There are prohibited places in the space (lift, stairway, dangerous places etc.).

In our model the robots can refuse tasks (mobile codes) which do not satisfy
they requirements. The explicitly and formally expressed requirements are verified
against the properties of the mobile code. The properties of the mobile code are
expressed also explicitly, using the same formalism.

For the safe usage of the mobile code technology it is also important to ensure a
safe manner of the transmission of the mobile components. This safe transmission
can be done, for example the use of Certified Proved-Property-Carrying Code [3]
(or CPPCC, for short) technique. In this architecture the code receiver can make
a decision on whether or not to accept and utilize the received code based on
the declared properties of the code and on the opinion of a third-party, creditable
certificate authority, which verified that the code indeed has the declared properties.

Figure 2: Overview of the Certified Proved-Property-Carrying
Code technology

As Figure 2 illustrates, there are four different participants in a CPPCC sys-
tem, the code producer, the certificate authority, the code repository and the code
receiver. The scenario for producing and receiving safe mobile components is the
following.

1. The code producer creates a program component and additionally it formu-
lates and proves the properties of the created component based on the source
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code of the component. Finally the producer pack together the source code,
the properties and the proofs and send the package to the certificate author-
ity.

2. The certificate authority checks that using the received proofs the specified
properties can be proved for the source code of the received program compo-
nent. Then it creates the target code from the source code, packs the target
code and the properties together, signs the package and sends it back to the
code producer.

3. The code producer uploads the signed package to a code repository.

4. The code receiver obtains the mobile code from the code repository and checks
the certificate attached to the received package. If the signer is trusted, it
verifies that the properties of the code match its requirements. If they match
the received code is linked into the code receiver and gets executed. If the
certificate is not correct or the properties do not match the receiver refuse
the execution of the code.

In our model the CPPCC architecture has been integrated with the iSpace
environment. The code repository becomes part of the iSpace. With the help of
some human interaction the mobile code is sended from the repository to a mobile
robot playes the role of the receiver.

5. Simulation

For modeling the described architecture a simulator was created. The simulator
contains two cooperating parts, the control part and the execution part.

Figure 3: The two parts of the simulator.

The control part – according to some user interaction – can create simple mobile
codes using a set of simplified instructions and sends them to the robots of the
iSpace. For simplification this part involves each of the code producer, the certifier
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and the code repository of the CPPCC architecture and we simulate only executions
where the certification is correct. This component also has some visualization
role. During the simulation this component visualize that part of the physical
environment which is already detected by the robots.

The execution part simulates the behaviour of the robots. The corresponding
robot receives the sended mobile code, checks its properties (and the certification,
which will be always correct here) and if the properties of the code corresponds
with the own requirements executes it. During the simulation this component
visualize the whole physical environment. In the current version of the simulator
the environment can contain walls, robots, movable and unmovable objects.

Figure 3 illustrates a simulation, where the iSpace contains five robots.

6. Related work and conclusion

The ongoing research activities about Intelligent Space achieved several results and
solutions in the fields of motion control [12], feature extraction [9], recognition and
tracking of moving objects [14] and a component based approach of the iSpace
implementation [13].

This paper described a method for formalisation and verification of properties of
mobile code and presented a simulator for multiple mobile robots. The described
framework uses the Certified Proved Properties Carrying Code architecture and
it has been integrated with the iSpace environment. To model the architecture
a simulator was created which is capable to simulate both the simulation of the
iSpace with several robots and the execution and transmission of the mobile code
to the robots.
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